
The First Global Conference on Creating Value 

23-24th May 2018, De Montfort University, Leicester (UK) 

Call for Proposals Doctoral Students and Early Career Academics Showcase Forum 

Supported by the Society for the Advancement of Management Studies 

As part of the two-day First Global Conference on Creating Value (https://goo.gl/bEkoG8), doctoral students 

and early career researchers are invited to come share their work. We welcome proposals from these up and 

coming academics for showcase presentations.  

Showcase presentation usually take the form of posters providing an ‘at a glance’ overview of your research, 

but can also be in the form of interactive displays, demonstrations and other methods of communicating your 

research on creating value. Showcase Forum participants will be provided with a designated space during two 

networking sessions: the reception on the afternoon of the first conference day and the buffet lunch on the 

second conference day. Delegates will be encouraged to walk around the conference venue and learn about 

research done by up and coming academics as well as ask questions and provide feedback. Furthermore, they 

will have the opportunity to cast their vote for a Best Showcase Award.  

Two Best Showcase prizes will be awarded: a First Prize (£350) and a Runner-Up Prize (£150). 

Submission guidelines 

• Proposals include the following sections: abstract of the research to be showcased, details of the 

intended showcase format (poster or alternative format), and a brief personal statement indicating 

your current position and research interests. 

• Please include your full contact details, current position, and institutional affiliation. 

• Proposals are limited to two pages in length. 

• In the section ‘details of the intended showcase format’, please specify what facilities (poster board, 

flip chart, wall socket, tv-screen to connect your device to, etc.) you would require. You are advised to 

contact us prior to submitting your proposal to discuss your needs as we cannot guarantee we can 

meet all needs. 

Submission deadline 

Monday April 9, 2018 12.00 BST (UK time); please submit to creatingvalue2018@dmu.ac.uk. 

Proposal will be evaluated on a rolling basis and decisions will be announced by Friday April 13, 2018. 

Contact details 

Further information can be obtained from Dr. Gertjan Lucas (gertjan.lucas@dmu.ac.uk) or Prof. Paul Hughes 

(paul.hughes@dmu.ac.uk). See https://goo.gl/bEkoG8 for the conference website. 
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